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DELIVER & GROW

OUR VISION

DELIVER & GROW
OUR MISSION STATEMENT

WILLOW TREE WILL BUILD & MANAGE QUALITY
HOMES THAT ARE AFFORDABLE FOR THOSE WHO
DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THE HOUSING MARKET.
OUR VALUES
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INTRODUCTION FROM OUR CHAIR
I am pleased once again to be presenting the annual report of the Willow
Tree Housing Partnership for the year ending 31 March 2021. I am quite
certain that every report issued this year will find the Chair commenting
on the effect that a global pandemic has had on every individual in the
land. It has been a year in which people and businesses have had to draw
deeply on both emotional and intellectual reserves in order to continually
adapt to an environment that no risk map would have possibly anticipated
before it.
Both I and the Board have been impressed by the way in which the
Partnership has been able to adapt to meet business needs, whilst
putting the welfare of our tenants and staff at the forefront of all of our
activity in this past year.
In spite of the challenges that we have all faced, I am extremely pleased to
note that we continue to build new homes that meet our vision to Deliver
and Grow, that we were able to complete our programme of major works
to existing properties, and that we were able to equip all colleagues to
work from home effectively, continuing to deliver the vital services that
matter to our tenants during this most challenging of years.
We took handover of 32 new homes this year; 13 Rent plus homes
designed to enable people to access home ownership, and 19 for either
affordable rent or shared ownership across Somerset and Devon. We
spent just over £300k on new kitchens, boilers, windows and roofs to
ensure our properties continue to meet decent standards, and we
invested in our communities by contributing towards activities that matter
to local communities, such as equipment for a boxing club, money for a
local play area, and WH Smith vouchers for children to buy books for
learning, to name but a few.
Whilst we celebrate our successes, we remain mindful of the risks that
all housing associations face in respect of the impact of Coronavirus; we
understand that the ability to meet rent payments has been very hard for
some of our tenants, the cost of materials for repairs and building new
homes has increased, and the economy remains less buoyant, which
has led to significant actuarial losses on pension schemes that affect our
overall reserves.
We have a strong board and executive team, that monitor closely our
business health and the wellbeing of our tenants and colleagues, and
we ensure that mitigations are put in place to improve in key areas of
performance in the longer term. I am confident that this combination
of passion for our work, the ability to adapt to meet new challenges,
and a set of values that place integrity and support at the centre of our
activities, will enable us to navigate through this time of uncertainty to
emerge stronger and with highly satisfied tenants in the future.

ANDRE ANGELINETTA
Chair

“I commend all
colleagues and
our tenants for the
spirit they have
displayed to get
through this past
year. In this my final
year as Chair, I am
happy to be able to
report once again
on a positive year
for the Partnership.
I am confident that
Willow Tree will
grow from strength
to strength.”
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STEVE HAYES
Board Member

The Boards of both Parties have
determined that entering into the
Strategic Partnership is in the best
interests of their organisation. The
objective underlying the Strategic
Partnership is for the Parties, working
together, to deliver better outcomes
for their respective customers.
These objectives have been defined
as aiming to:
• Increase capacity to build more
• build business resilience for the
long term
• maintain as a minimum or enhance
resident satisfaction
• achieve efficiencies that enable
resources to be redirected into
the overall development of the
partnership

INTRODUCTION FROM OUR CEO
This past year has been one of learning, recognition and refocusing. We have gained
new skills and knowledge at a rapid rate, which has helped us to adjust to new
ways of working and delivering services. We have recognised the importance of our
health and wellbeing in the face of a deadly virus. And as a result, we have refocused
our priorities to enable everyone in the longer term to preserve the benefits that the
managing of the Coronavirus has brought.
We have made use of technology to reduce the requirements to travel. We have
provided all of our colleagues with the equipment they need to work from wherever
and however it best suits them to do so. We have worked with our partners and
tenants to find ways to continue to deliver services without being face to face. All of
these tools will continue to be used to promote more efficient working practices and
to give back time to people to focus on their families and good health going forward.
We will harness our learning to promote positive change for the future.
Notwithstanding the pandemic effect, Willow Tree in this past year has embedded
its strategic partnership working across the two organisations it represents; South
Western Housing Society and Tamar Housing. Our aims remain to build business
resilience, achieve capacity to grow, increase levels of satisfaction, and deliver value
for money efficiencies where it is appropriate to do so.

DONNA JOHNSON
CEO

We have spent the past year investing in a new housing database, procuring efficiency gains in the letting of contracts for
insurance and audit, completing a restructure that future proofs our service in the years ahead, and written a corporate
strategy that sets out our journey to merger in 2023.
We have also been working on continuously improving our services in response to the housing white paper and the fire safety
bill. Health and Safety compliance and education, alongside strengthening our monitoring of listening to complaints and
feedback, has been at the forefront of our work. We have made use of data to ensure that we can manage effectively, and
measure ourselves against the requirements of the regulator and the ombudsman for complaints.
I am immensely proud to have worked with a team of people who have worked unreservedly for the benefit of others this
year, in spite of the inevitable challenges they will all have faced themselves. It bodes well for our future, and for delivering
our vision, mission and values.
Governance
Willow Tree Housing Partnership is governed by a Co-Terminous Board, which manages the Partnerships strategic direction.
The Board takes its role seriously and applies great diligence in its oversight of the key operations, which includes ensuring
that the legal entities of South Western Housing Society and Tamar Housing retain separate sets of accounts and ring fence
their assets whilst working within the Partnership framework.
During 2020/21, the Board underwent an external effectiveness and appraisal review, which highlighted its strengths in
relation to skill set, diversity of thought and its positive culture of collaboration, support and challenge of the executive team.
The Board were closely involved in the partnership’s response to the Coronavirus pandemic, ensuring that associated risks
were identified and appropriate mitigations put in place. The board determined that the health and welfare of tenants and staff
was the priority during this period and acted to ensure that this focus remained throughout the year.
To ensure its fitness for purpose, the Board assessed itself against the National Housing Federation’s (NHF) Code of Governance
2015 and monitored its effectiveness in line with the Regulator for Social Housing’s Governance and Viability standard. During
the past year, the Board assured compliance in the following ways:
  Achieved compliance against 2015 NHF revised Code of Governance
  Has a balanced board of management with regular appraisal
  Has Standing Orders in place that set out roles and responsibilities which are reviewed annually by the Board
  Has a risk management framework in place with an agreed risk appetite and detailed risk map
  Has a long term financial plan in place which has been stress tested
  Has achieved compliance with lenders covenants which the Board monitor on a quarterly basis
  Has corporate objectives in place which protect housing assets
  Has sufficient liquidity to meet contractual commitments
  Has sufficient headroom to meet development plans
  Has an effective system of internal controls is in place which are tested by internal audit
  Has a fraud register reviewed by the Audit Committee
All Willow Tree Board Members sign a service agreement that reflects their commitment to leading with probity and integrity.
The agreement sets out clear responsibilities for Board Members and ensures effective governance retains a high profile.
Board Members are remunerated modestly for their work.
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Willow Tree Housing Partnership was created to enable two small organisations to contin
hrive and remain a real alternative choice for people who are excluded from the wider h
arket. Our first annual report has shown what can be done when aims and ambitions are al
ogether MOVING
we will continue
to work
to achieve our goal of merging to Deliver and Grow. We
FORWARD
IN PARTNERSHIP
his by remainign true to our business aims and objectives:
Willow Tree Housing Partnership was created to enable two small
organisations to continue to thrive and remain a real alternative choice
for people who are excluded from the wider housing market. Our annual
report has shown what can be done when aims and ambitions are
aligned. Together we will continue to work to achieve our goal of merging
to Deliver and Grow. We will do this by remaining true to our business
aims and objectives:
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Housing Officer

SUPPORT DURING THE COVID 19 PANDEMIC
The pandemic resulted in strains to personal finances. The Housing Management Team took a proactive
approach and undertook to contact each and every tenant to determine their situation and offer support
and assistance. Support was then tailored to ensure that they could meet their obligations and sustain
their tenancies.
Findings indicated that approximately a quarter of our residents were adversely financially affected by
the pandemic. Many of those experiencing difficulties were running small businesses or self-employed.
Two examples of support offered can be found below:
1. A tenant who was suffering from intensified mental health issues as a result of the lockdown found it
difficult to leave her property to collect her prescription. A member of the team assisted and arranged
home delivery from the pharmacy. This tenant also struggled to manage their finances and so we
assisted in helping them plan their expenditure, this included by making an application for Housing
Benefit to be paid directly to the organisation.
2. A tenant who lives in Plymouth and was a self-employed hairdresser was financially impacted during
Covid 19. Our team ensured she was given up to date advice about benefits and grants that were
available to her. Further to this arrangements were made to ensure she had some vouchers for food,
gas & electric. A member of the team worked closely with Cornwall Council in order to secure a
£3,000 payment which cleared remaining rent arrears.

LOCKDOWN YOUNG READER INITIATIVE
The first lockdown created a range of
challenges, one of which for those who
had children was how to keep them
occupied. The schools had shut, the
world was a scary place and everyone
was looking for something to distract us,
what better than a good book!
Willow Tree Housing Partnership had
£500 worth of WH Smith vouchers, their
intended use was for promotion and
tenant involvement. A desire to support
our residents in any and every way that we
reasonably could saw these repurposed
and utilised by our younger residents.
We sent a text message to all offering
vouchers on a first come, first serve basis.
As you might imagine they were very
popular, with parents taking advantage
of the offer across the region.
Liam, pictured here was one of the lucky
recipients and used the vouchers to
purchase a set of ‘Tom Gates’ books.
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DEVELOPMENT & ASSET MANAGEMENT
DENBURY
Our scheme at Denbury is a development of
9 homes, comprising 7 affordable rent and 2
shared ownership, along with one self-build
plot, in a Devon village between Newton Abbot
and Ashburton. We took handover from our
contractors, Classic Builders, in December
2020.
The development has been the culmination of
several years of hard work by the Parish Council,
Teignbridge District Council and Willow Tree
Housing Partnership. Work commenced on
site in early January 2020 and Classic Builders
worked consistently hard to ensure the build
was completed to a high standard, despite
the challenges brought about by coronavirus.
Willow Tree Housing Partnership were pleased
to take handover of the properties in midDecember, enabling tenants to be in their new
homes before Christmas.
The exception site scheme attracted Homes
England funding of £35,000 per home for
the two shared ownership properties and
£18,000 per home for the 7 affordable rent
properties. Teignbridge District Council kindly
funded £100,000 to support the viability of the
scheme, which included £50,000 from the TDC
Community Led Housing Fund.
Councillor Martin Wrigley, the Council’s Executive Lead for Housing, said: “Building affordable homes for
local residents is core to what we are here to do, and seeing them completed and families moving into
their new homes is really exciting.
“This mixed development of homes shows it’s possible to deliver with both quality and affordability. We
are proud to see the results of our successful partnership with local Housing Association Willow Tree
Housing Partnership, developers Classic Homes and Denbury Parish Council, along with support from
Homes England.
“Most importantly is the difference this will make to local people’s lives. People for whom a home of their
own was just a pipe dream, now have a chance to make it reality – and to stay in their local community.”
One of our new shared owners, Fiona, used to live with her brother and sister-in-law and two teenage
children in Denbury. Having changed careers three years ago to become a school teacher, Fiona says
she hadn’t really contemplated buying her own house, as she had never been in a position to buy one
before. But she was delighted when she was allocated one of our two shared ownership homes in the
village.
“It was an incredible opportunity,” said Fiona. “I never imagined I’d be able to afford somewhere, so when
this opportunity came up I thought, ‘what do I have to lose?’
“I applied, and a week or so before Christmas the estate agent phoned me and said I’d been successful.
It was an incredible feeling.”
As well as the homes at Denbury we have completed on a total of 43 new homes since September last
year. This includes a mix of affordable rent, social rent, Rentplus and shared ownership homes. We also
have a pipeline of over 50 more homes in the next 18 months.
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DEVELOPMENT – RENTPLUS IN OKEHAMPTON
In November 2020 we were delighted to take completion of 8 new Rentplus homes in Okehampton.
These added to the 4 properties previously completed in summer 2019. Built by Redrow Homes on their
large development at Romansfield, the properties include 2 and 3 bedroom homes which are ideal for
families aspiring to home ownership.
The properties were the first completions taken by our Trainee Development Project officer, as part of
the training programme. We worked hard with Rentplus to ensure that homes could be occupied by
excited families just in time for Christmas.
In Tavistock we have already taken completion of 2 of the 9 homes to be provided under the Rentplus
model. Willow Tree worked alongside Rentplus, West Devon BC and developer Bovis Homes to procure
these properties for local people wanting to move into home ownership. We look forward to taking
completion the rest of the homes before autumn, and more Rentplus homes could follow on further
phases of this large extension of the historic market town, just north of Plymouth.
We continue to work on schemes with Rentplus across our operating areas with exciting projects in
Lewdown and Bovey Tracey starting this year. Since the first scheme back in 2016 we have delivered
238 new Rentplus homes, with some of those properties already being purchased by their residents in
Plymouth and Sherborne!
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ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR
During any given year Willow Tree Housing Partnership will manage numerous and varied cases relating
to Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB). The majority of cases are resolved without the need for legal action.
This is achieved by enacting preventative measures or ensuring early intervention such as providing a
warning, facilitating an Acceptable Behaviour Contract or arranging Mediation.
There are inevitably cases that can only be resolved by way of legal action, and in 2020/21 there was
such a case at a scheme in Devon. Over a period of several months, investigation was carried out in
conjunction with the Police, following reports of nuisance behaviour associated with the usage and
dealing of illegal drugs.
There were some significant incidents, including nuisance caused by individuals suspected of working
within the illegal drug trade as well as drugs found in the vicinity of the property. Neighbours were
rightly concerned about the nuisance and felt intimidated by the residents.
The Housing Officer was responsive throughout ensuring that advice and support was always provided
when the neighbours needed it. Having gathered evidence and considered options, an Injunction Order
was obtained which prohibited the nuisance activities. For a period of three to four months this action
seemed to have resolved the matter and those living locally were no longer subject to ASB.
Unfortunately, reports of nuisance started again and in conjunction with information provided by the
Police, Willow Tree Housing Partnership was in a position to make a further application to the Court, this
time for possession.
The Covid 19 Pandemic resulted in there being some delays with the Court proceedings. Following
submission of the evidence and an initial Court appearances the perpetrator decided to move from the
property rather than be evicted.
Cases like this are thankfully rare, as they can significantly affect the well-being of those living locally.
The Partnership has a duty of care and must balance the impact upon the community, the vulnerabilities
of those involved and proportionality.
Willow Tree Housing Partnership takes ASB seriously, and will follow our procedures and support
neighbours throughout the process so that they can live peacefully in their homes.
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CONSUMER STANDARDS
The Consumer Standards are a set of expectations that the Regulator of Social Housing has of all housing
organisations. They are broken down into 4 categories. Some of Willow Tree’s activities in relation to the
Standards is shown below;

Home Standard

Tenancy Standard

• Developed our repairs service, with an
• Reviewed the tenancy policy
average end to end time for repairs of 16 days
• Ended the use of fixed term tenancies for
and a customer satisfaction level of 94%
most homes (except rentplus)
• Continued a programme of electrical testing
• Reviewed our allocations policy
of all homes with 218 homes tested during
the year
• Reviewed the grounds for refusing housing
• Carried out 34 fire risk assessments during
the year

• Let 63 properties at an average of 19 days per
letting

• 100% of properties were tested for gas safety

• Let 13 new Rentplus homes and 9 new social
housing homes

• Carried out 36 bathroom upgrades, 21
kitchen refurbishments and 46 gas boiler
replacements

• Introduced a service charge for oil use at a
scheme in School Road to help residents
budget their fuel use

Neighbourhood and Community Standard

Tenant involvement and empowerment standard

• Obtained two possession orders for antisocial behaviour

• Continued our Facebook campaigns including
Safety Saturday and Wellbeing Wednesday

• Dealt with 14 serious anti-social behaviour
cases

• Reviewed the resident involvement strategy

• Worked with our local authority partners,
including reviewing local tenancy policies,
adopting a revised HomeChoice agreement
and data sharing agreements

• Carried out an ad hoc customer satisfaction
survey showing 86% of residents are satisfied
with our services and 80% think that WTHP
listens to their views

• Contacted all residents during the pandemic
to ensure they had the right support and
guidance

• Reviewed the complaints policy to align with
the Housing Ombudsman Code on compliant
handling, reducing the number of stages from
3 to 2

• Took action at our sheltered scheme to
minimise contact during the pandemic by
removing the charge for washing facilities

• Received 21 complaints, 17 of which were
upheld and all but one of which were
resolved at the and first stage.
• Received 31 compliments
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SUSTAINABILITY
Willow Tree Housing Partnership, like the rest of the social housing
sector, have a lot of demanding sustainability targets to meet
over the future including achieving an EPC score of at least 69 on
all properties by 2030 and Net Zero Carbon by 2050. We have
already begun work on this with the production of our new Asset
Management Strategy which, in part, identifies how we will meet
the 2030 and 2050 targets. This will start with an updating of the
condition survey of all our properties across the partnership, starting
from April 2022. It is our intention to take a ‘fabric first’ approach to
properties where retro-fitting works are deemed to be required. We
are committed to ensuring that energy efficiency benefits of those
works are derived for our residents.

Air Source Heat Pump at Stoke Fleming after
acoustic barrier removal

In order to avoid creating the retrofit homes of the future and as part of our commitment to sustainability,
on our future own build schemes we will only be installing air source heat pumps and achieving low
carbon standards. During recent years, we have successfully incorporated various renewable energy
systems within some new developments which also include solar photovoltaic panels, therefore we will
be using these examples and other relevant technologies within our future housing provision.
Willow Tree Housing Partnership has also committed to ensure our existing sustainability and green
energy systems are working at their optimum, including the removal of some acoustic barriers to Air
Source Heat Pumps in Stoke Fleming and commenced the recommissioning of Mechanical Ventilation
Heat Recovery units in our Passivhaus properties at Othery.
Willow Tree Housing Partnership has committed to a component replacement programme for all existing
gas boilers at the end of their live cycle with Air Source Heat Pumps or other green alternatives from
2025. In addition gas boilers will not be installed in new properties after 2025.

New homes at Berrow with solar photovoltaic panels
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OUR PERFORMANCE

1 APRIL 2020 - 31 MARCH 2021

We are members of a benchmarking club within the South
West to allow us to compare our performance against other small
registered housing providers.

SOUTH WESTERN HOUSING SOCIETY
Performance Indicator

Year 2021

Year 2020

Current tenant arrears General Needs only (%)

2.50

2.54

Former Tenants arrears General Needs only (%)

0.14

0.26

Urgent repairs completed withing target (%)

100

100

Satisfaction with overall services (%)

89

89

Satisfaction with quality of home (%)

86

86

Cost per Property of Housing Management (£)

458

342

Cost per Property of responsive repairs and void
works (£)

608

552

Re-let time (days)

12.5

9.1

Year 2021

Year 2020

Current tenant arrears General Needs only (%)

5

3.2

Former Tenants arrears General Needs only (%)

0.14%

0.46

20.1 days

8.6

Satisfaction with overall services (%)

93.8

93.8

Satisfaction with quality of home (%)

87

87

Cost per Property of Housing Management (£)

323

1,089

Cost per Property of responsive repairs and void
works (£)

524

509

Re-let time (days)

23.5

14.3

TAMAR HOUSING SOCIETY
Performance Indicator

Repairs end to end (days)
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SOUTH WESTERN HOUSING SOCIETY
PROPERTIES WE OWN
Properties we own

696

General Needs properties

575

Properties for older people

61

Shared ownership properties

60

Properties for residential staff

0

LETTINGS

RESPONSIVE REPAIRS
End to end time
1st Time Fix

87.1%

Customer Satisfation

92%

TENANT SATISFACTION

Properties Let

23

1 bed properties let

3

2 bed properties let

14

3 bed properties let

6

4 bed properties let

0

97% of our new tenants were nominated by the
local authority. We took an average of 9.1 days to
let our homes. At the end of the year, 0 properties
were vacant.

RENT COLLECTION

Satisfied with Landlord Services

89%

Satisfied with Repairs service

84%

Satisfied with communication

-

Satisfied with communication: We did not ask this question as
part of the STAR any longer. The nearest question may be the
following: Friendly and Professional staff 91%
Satisfied with shared ownership sales: We have not this detail
this year as there have been no sales by the society.

TENANT FEEDBACK
Compliments received

18

Complaints Received

11

Complaints satisfactorily resolved
Arrears owed as a percentage of rent
and services due

2.6%

Void Rent and Service Charge loss

0.14%

Evictions

20.1 days

0

91%

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
SAP rating

72.5%

DECENT HOMES
Met Decent Homes Standard

16

100%

TAMAR HOUSING SOCIETY
PROPERTIES WE OWN
Properties we manage

781

General Needs properties

507

Rentplus properties

236

Shared ownership properties
Leasehold properties

33

RESPONSIVE REPAIRS
Repairs end to end time
Customer Satisfaction

TENANT SATISFACTION

Properties Let

41

1 bed properties let

20

2 bed properties let

16

3 bed properties let

5

97% of our new tenants were nominated by the
local authority. We took an average of 14.3 days to
let our homes. At the end of the year, 0 properties
were vacant.

RENT COLLECTION

Satisfied with Landlord Services

93.8%

Satisfied with Repairs service

82.8%

Satisfied with communication

95.1%

TENANT FEEDBACK
Compliments received

13

Complaints Received

10

Complaints resolved at Stage 1

Rent and Service Charge loss
Evictions

94.30%

5

LETTINGS

Arrears owed as a percentage of rent
and services due

10.5 days

90%

3.7%
0.32%
0

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
SAP rating

76.0

DECENT HOMES
Met Decent Homes Standard

100%
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SOUTH WESTERN HOUSING SOCIETY
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

FIXED ASSETS
Housing Properties
Other tangiable fixed assets and investmments
CURRENT ASSETS
Properties for sale
Stock
Debtors receivable within one year
Cash at bank and in hand
CREDITORS
Amounts falling due within one year
Net current assets
TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES
CREDITORS
Amounts falling due after one year
NET ASSETS EXCLUDING PENSION LIABILITY
Defined benefit pension liability
NET ASSETS
Income and Expenditure
Revaluation Reserve
SOCIETY’S FUNDS

31 March 2021

31 March 2020

£000’s

£000’s

59,694

56,526

1,019
60,713

1,017
57,543

189
1,333
530
601
2,653

682
203
1,332
2,217

(1,586)
1,067
61,780

(1,152)
1,065
58,608

(28,664)
33,116
(208)
32,908
25,541
7,367
32,908

(26,190)
32,418
(99)
32,319
24,952
7,367
32,319

31 March 2021

31 March 2020

£000’s

£000’s

4,552
(434)
(2,907)
1,211
3
(481)
733

3,674
(2,722)
725
1,677
9
(548)
1,138

(144)

172

589

1,310

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
For the year ended
Turnover
Cost of sales
Operating costs
Surplus on the sale of housing properties
Operating surplus
Interest receivable
Interest and financing charges
Surplus for the financial year
Other comprehensive income
Actuarial gains/(losses) in respect of pension
scheme
Total comprehensive income for the financial year
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TAMAR HOUSING SOCIETY
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

FIXED ASSETS
Intangible Assets
Housing Properties
Other tangible fixed assets
CURRENT ASSETS
Debtors receivable within one year
Cash at bank and in hand
CREDITORS
Amounts falling due within one year
Net current assets
TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES
CREDITORS
Amounts falling due after one year
NET ASSETS EXCLUDING PENSION LIABILITY
Drefined benefit pension liability
NET ASSETS
Capital and Reserves
Income and expenditure reserve
SOCIETY’S FUNDS

31 March 2021

31 March 2020

£000’s

£000’s

47

65

27,140
31
27,218

27,379
21
27,465

345
2,591
2,936

316
2,488
2,804

(1,487)
1,449
28,667

(977)
1,827
29,292

(23,613)
5,054
(697)
4,357

(24,147)
5,145
(344)
4,801

4,357
4,357

4,801
4,801

31 March 2021

31 March 2020

£000’s

£000’s

4,255
(3,651)
74
678
1
(690)
4
(7)

3,935
(3,158)
307
1,084
9
(715)
378

(437)

515

(444)

893

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
For the year ended
Turnover
Operating costs
Gain on the disposal of housing properties
Operating surplus
Interest receivable
Interest payable and similar charges
Other income
Surplus/(Deficit) for the financial year
Other comprehensive income
Actuarial gains/(losses) in respect of pension
scheme
Total comprehensive income for the financial year
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The map below shows where the Society’s 608 properties are located by Local Authority area. The Society
works closely with 12 Local Authority’s though out the South West region and with 6 County Council Choice
Based Letting Partnerships.
The Society’s housing stock has increased by 50% over the last 8 years to 608 properties with another 60 in
pipe line schemes which will be built over the next 18 months.

SOUTH GLOUCESTERSHIRE

NORTH SOMERSET

98

18
20

SEDGEMOOR

TAUNTON DEANE
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Total number of both Societies’ properties
in the South West by Local Authority

Somerset Office

Devon Office

South Western Housing Society

Tamar Housing Society

Auditors
PKF Francis Clark
North Quay House
Sutton Harbour
Plymouth
Devon
PL4 ORA

Auditors
PKF Francis Clark
North Quay House
Sutton Harbour
Plymouth
Devon
PL4 ORA

Eastbridge House
Pill Road
Rooksbridge
Somerset
BS26 2TN

Studio 5 – 11
Millbay Road
Plymouth
Devon
PL1 3LF

Bankers
National Westminster PLC
PO Box 1000
Edinburgh
EH12 1HQ

14
Principle Solicitors
Tozers LLP
Broadwalk House
Southernhay West
Exeter
Devon
EX1 1UA

Principal Solicitors
Capsticks Solicitors LLP
Kings Park House
22 Kings Park Road
Southampton
BS1 2UF

South Western Housing Society Registered with the Homes & Community Agency L2424.
Registered as a co-operative and community benefit Society with Charitable Status 12664R.
Tamar Housing Society Registered with the Homes & Community Agency L2209.
Registered as a co-operative and community benefit Society with Charitable Status 17390R

www.willowtreehousing.org.uk
Willow Tree Housing Partnership

@willowThousing

Bankers
Lloyds Bank PLC
3rd Floor
25 Gresham Street
London
EC2V 7HN

Foot Anstey Solicitors LLP
Salt Quay House
4 North East Quay
Sutton Harbour
Plymouth, PL4 0BN

